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PHILOSOPHY AS
HUMANISTIC MODEL
Gary R. Sudano
Philosophy is a11 amorphous and sprawling subject. It is man's perpetual a11d
always premature attempt to imitate the Creator on the Seventh Day. It attempts to
put all things together whe11 there is still an i11fi11it11de of thi11gs that are not yet
known, and an i11fi11it11de of things which have not yet come to pass. 1
Ralph Barton Perry
Science and philosophy both reach "straight into experience and arrange it
with new meaning." 2 The novice in philosophy is struck by its attempts to
provide answers to the essential questions of life. Indeed, he often becomes
impatient with philosophical theories which seem to backtrack and are analytic rather than speculative, and philosophy instructors are careful to balance
critical activities with answer-generating activities in the classroom. In most
cases the student tends to pass lightly over the former in order to get to the
meat of the latter. This is the first at traction of philosophy for students, if there
is any attraction at all: the search for the answers. But the value of philosophy
for the humanities draws from a broader base , and it is this base which I want
to examine in a few moments.
Science and philosophy - two distinct disciplines today and yet, historically, disciplines which were only superficially separated in intent or in
methodology . The scientific revolution was as much a philosophical revolution in that science and philosophy were finally brought to a parting of the
ways. But prior to that time , philosophy qua philosophy and science qua
science could hardly be distinguished. From Thales' search for primary matter
c. 600 B.C. , through Empedocles (Earth, Air, Fire, and Water) and Democritus, who developed an atomistic theory of matter, the relationship between
the two fields was a close one as people searched for the truths, the un iversals ,
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the glue of the universe. Many of the great philosophical figures worked
intelligently and in some cases passionately as scientists; conversely, we are
continually amazed to discover the tremendous knowledge of the philosophical past that scientists have had throughout history.
Even the methods of the two disciplines were indistinguishable, working
as they did from perception of things , to a correlation of sense data where a
coherence was established among separate entities, finally to the establishment of a symbol or a name for the new entity so that the mind could work
with it in some abstract way in developing principles. The business of working with abstract entities in both disciplines was a rigorous intellectual exercise with carefully prescribed rules and procedures where hypotheses were
generated and subjected to various attempts at verification. In fact, the history
of both disciplines can be conceived of as essentially a history of expanding
hypothesis-generating activities. But the two disciplines can be distinguished today precisely because of this activity of hypothesis generation.
In the search for essential meanings about reality , existence, nature, and the
universe, philosophy appears to be losing out to science. This seems to be the
case for three reasons: (a) philosophy has lost the wherewithal to discover and
observe physical phenomena . Electron microscopes , nuclear accelerators,
radio telescopes, and hundreds of other scientific instruments have increased
perception tremendously. In one way or another, we have to "see" in order to
understand things ; (b) philosophy has lost the power to test theories of
importance. Reason no longer supplies the method for the test since it has
been discovered that some of the primary elements of nature seem to act
contrary to the way reason tells us they should act; (c) philosophy has lost its
hypothesis-generating power. Without scientific apparatus and scientific
experimentation, no person could have hypothesized anti-matter particles,
black holes , the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, and the expanding universe theory . Yet these concepts play a vital role in the way we think about our
universe today.
So the student of philosophy becomes somewhat disillusioned and begins
to think of the discipline as a dead one. This may or may not be the case, but it
is assured that whatever is left of philosophy after science has done its work is
vital to the humanities. I now want to consider briefly some of the humanistic
values of philosophy and how these values may serve as a model for the
humanistic enterprise.
l. Clarification: Philosophy allows us to recreate experiences through the
minds of others and, thus, to clarify and find interrelationships of thought.
For instance , the skeptic can worry with Descartes through his first and
second meditations. The atheist and the believer alike can find ammunition
for their arguments in St. Anselm and his critics. Those concerned with space
and time can work from one side of the Leibniz-Clarke correspondence to the
other. For issues in personal and universal morality, we can compare
Nietzsche and Kant , figures separated chronologically by a little more than a
hundred years, but philosophically by light-years. Then we can compare both
to Marcus Aurelius . When we wonder about knowledge we can turn to
theories from Plato to Moore; theories on beauty and harmony stem from
Pythagoras and flow through Hospers. There is scarcely any subject ignored
by the philosophers, and this great literature serves to help us clarify our own
thoughts , both by serving as exemplars for our thoughts and by serving as
alternatives to them. When our ideas are clarified, our values are clarified. But
that is another area which I will get to shortly.
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The point I want to emphasize here is the contribution of philosophy as it
helps us to fill out our own thoughts about life and experience. I am reminded
of another of Bronowski's essays here, and an exchange about critical appreciation between two characters in it - one an administrator and the other a
literary figure. The literary figure says:
You want to hear what I say, not because it is better than what you
say, but because it is different - minutely, subtly different,
different in this personal foible or in that glimpse of another
mind. And these differences, these small flashes of light behind
the outline, they illuminate and enrich your own vision. You
wanted to hear what I had to say, Sir Edward, because now that
you have heard it, you will make it your own. . 3
Flashes of light and glimpses of other minds - this is what philosophy gives
us in abundance.
2. Intellectual Tools: The methodology of philosophy is valuable in and of
itself. In order to understand how this is so, we can compare it to another
methodology, say that of music theory. Music theory is a kind of calculus with
some primitive symbols and rules of formation. But these rules and symbols
are functional only in terms of the literature from which they are derived. They
have no usefulness in any other discipline; they are skeletons or systems of
shorthand of certain functions in music. Even though music theorists derive a
good deal of pleasure from working with these systems, they lead nowhere
and are useful nowhere outside of music. The methodology of philosophy , on
the other hand, is a vast valuable tool which is functional not only in terms of
its literature, but also in terms of its applicability to any discipline requiring
clarity of thought and argument. It is a strong calculus with room for an
infinite number of terms and with a built-in exactness that is the very model
for mathematics. Its syntax, rules, and nuances are difficult to become comfortable with, but it is impossible to leave studies in logic without gaining a
critical awareness that is useful in one's everyday life.
3. History of Thought: The value of philosophy as a history of thought is
obvious. Through it we can follow the movement of civilization and share to
some extent the values and forces which molded that civilization. We can gain
some insight into the human experience of our predecessors by being attentive to the virtues they praised, the vices they deplored , and the prescriptions
for the good life they formulated. When we look to philosophers of the past as
brothers in the life experience, we gain additional information which helps us
fill out what we already know about the past from history, literature , and the
arts. And this is new and important information since philosophical literature
deals with thought rather than acts, logic rather than story, and conceptions
rather than images. With this additional knowledge we can become aware of
not only what people thought, but how they thought; not only of how they
acted, but why they acted; and not only what they believed , but why they
believed.
4. Value Foundations:
Oh, why is man not immortal ... ? For what end exist bra in
centers and convolutions, to what end vision , speech, consciousness, genius, if all are condemned to pass into the earth, to grow
cold with it, and for countless millions of years, without aim or
object, to be borne with it around the sun? In order that the hum a n
frame may decay and be whirled around the sun , is it necessary to
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drag man with his high , his divine mind, out of nonexistence, as
if in mockery, and to turn him again into earth? 4
Any attempt to get a philosophical picture of the world is not just a matter of
holding a mirror up to nature to see what is there, but it is also an attempt to
account for our story-line in the world, our path through it , our mazeway. 5
Every rational adult human being tries to consrruct a mazeway where purposes, motives, values, and actions, as well as perceptions of what the universe really is, are fused together. We all want to put together a map of what is
out there, and we all want that map to include some ideas as to who we are and
what motives we should have for running the maze in the first place. We have
all asked the question that Chekhov has Dr. Efimych ask in his story, and a
number of answers are available.
Students on campuses today report that fundamentalist Christiani ty, the
Carlos Castaneda movement, Scientology, and Hare Krishna all give good and
powerful motivations, maps , and accountings for our actions as humans. In
addition, they all can provide places of rest and even permanent homes to
those who wish to use them as foundations for the life experience. Philosophy
too can provide motivations, maps, and accountings for actions to those who
seek "tru th" and have some allegiance to the continual search, and so can
science. But science does not provide the resting places and permanent
homes, the foundations from which we can interpret our mazeways, that
philosophy provides . Although philosophical answers to the essential questions of life are not or may not be final, we can still accept them as formulas for
ways of life. We can give up the search, if we are comfortable, and cling to one
set of philosophical principles which not only governs a way of life, but at the
same time provides some interpretation of our universe. The range of choice
among such foundations is great, and sets of principles and interpretations
are available for everything from Stoicism to Existentialism, from Solipsism to
Phenomenolism, from Absolutism to Empiricism.
5. Philosophy as Art: We have all been stopped dead by certain pieces of art;
we all know the power of art to touch off in us a feeling that the object we are
perceiving is somehow extraordinarily real, important, and true. When we
examine such experiences in order to account for their unique qualities, we
generally find that there are two reasons for our being struck. The first is that
the artist has somehow been able to capture a chunk of subject matter that is
intrinsically interesting. The scope of the object, its theme or idea is a closed
and bracketed piece of the universe which is interesting to perception. The
artist se ts off and frames an experience for us . The second is that he has
worked his materials in such a way as to fashion statements, themes, and
expressions which fill out his subject matter. We marvel at his insight in
choosing this or that bit of raw material , at the way he makes a particular
maneuver work, at the building-block process of creation which becomes
apparent to us as we dissect the work.
Philosophy has the same "stopping-power" as art, and for similar reasons .
We return to a philosophical work time and again seeking an experience that
is surely intellectual, but one that is also tinged with strong elements of the
aesthetic. One's soul can vibrate with a philosophical work, with the form and
organization of an argument, with an internal development which is predicated on movement toward intellectual clarity, and with the way it deals with
a piece of bracketed existence. One responds to a content that makes sense
both in relation to the task at hand and the dictates of a period or tradition.
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One perceives the solid methods of step-by-step construction, and the aesthetic nature of the enterprise emerges from a perception of the careful working out of intellectual details according to the rules and techniques of the
philosophical language . Irwin Edman spoke eloquently of this view of
philosophy in his Arts a11d th e Ma11.
The artist, we say and think (as he himself says and thinks) , selects
his facts and materials and gives them their particular order by
impulse, reflectively disciplined . So, after all, does the
philosopher. Seen in the long perspective of the history of
thought, a world view, a metaphysics , a way of life , like a poem or
a painting , is an aesthetic response and, where it attains organic
unity in principle or in mood, provokes an aesthetic response.
Seen wichout fanaticism or prejudice , it comes to be appreciated
too , like a poem , or a statue, or a cathedral. 6
And later:
The form of a philosophy may be less obvious or more difficult
and is embodied in less immediately glamorous materials . A
philosophy seems at first glance or in one's study of it to have
much more to do with the disinterested plodding inquiry into
truth than in the interested passion for beauty. But a philosophy ,
too, has its wonders of form and structure; the architecture rather
than the truth of Kant's Critique of Pure Reason is its fascination for
many readers. But the form of a philosophical system, like the
form of a work of art, is a way of saying something, and something
passionately and comprehensively important. 7
6. Philosophy as a Model for the Human is tic Enterprise: This last con tri bu tion
of philosophy is surely one of the most important to humanities educators, for
we all must become philosophers about our several disciplines within the
broader framework of the humanities. The various values of philosophy
which_! have just briefly outlined - p hilosophy as clarification of thought, as
a provider of intellectual tools , as a history of thought, as a provider of value
foundations, and as an art form - should serve as exemplars for us to use in
helping our students understand the humanistic experience.
We should all look to philosophy as a model for clarification of thought , and
then become clear ourselves on the way our separate disciplines within the
humanities formulate and express ideas . We should all look to philosophy as a
provider of strong intellectual tools , and then emulate its methodology with in
our own spheres of activity where one of our chief duties is to teach students to
use the language of that activity with precision. We should all look to
philosophy as a history of thought and then correlate th e histories of o ur own
disciplines with it in order to set up a kind of measuring stick of human
intellectual and cultural development. We should all look to philosophy as a
provider of value foundations and reali ze that our own disciplines, alone or
coupled with a set of philosophical principles , can urge us through the
mazeway. And we should all look to philosophy as an art form and understand
that the ar tists of our disciplines also set off chunks of existence and fill them
out with grand statements and carefully worked out themes.
If we thus turn to philosophy, and use it as a humanistic model , we may
then better understand the total value of our work.
1 Ralph Barton Perry, Realms of Value, (Ca mbridge: Harvard Univeis1ty
Press , 1954), p. 171.
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~ Jacob Bronowski, Science a11d Human Values, ( ew York: Harper and Row,
1965), p . 18.
3 Jacob Bronowski , " The Abacus and the Rose ," in Science and Human
Valu t's, p . 86.
4 Anton Chekhov, " Ward
o. 6," in Seven Russian Short Novel Masterpieces,
ed . Leo HamaJian and Vera Von Wiren-Garczynski, (New York: Popular
Library , 1967), pp. 299-300
5 I have borrowed this term and some of the thoughts related to it from
Professor Hugh Chandler, Department of Philosophy, University of Illinois.
6 Irwin , Edman , Aris and the Mn11 , (New York: W.W. Norton and Co., Inc.,
1939 ), p. 151.
- Ibid., p . 152.
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